Measurements of heart rate variability are increasingly being used as markers of cardiac autonomic activity. In diabetes and other clinical disorders affecting the autonomic nervous system their use is now well established. ' The variability in heart rate may be an independent prognostic marker after myocardial infarction,2 and an imbalance of normal cardiac autonomic control mechanisms, with reduced heart rate variation, has been proposed to explain sudden infant death syndrome. 3 Diurnal variation in the pulse rate was noted in a medical journal as long ago as 1815,4 but the use of short term heart rate variation as a clinical test of autonomic function both at rest5 and during a short period of deep breathing6 was only developed in the 1970s. More recently still, heart rate variation has been measured over longer periods by 24 hour electrocardiographic tape recordings.7 As a diagnostic clinical test, the maximumminimum heart rate during deep breathing has proved most popular689 but for research purposes other methods of analysis, including the use of standard deviation25 and spectral analysis,""'2 have also been used.
Though these approaches are valid they also have drawbacks. For example, the "deep breathing" method has relatively poor reproducibility, is dependent on the subject's cooperation, and only gives information about the brief period during which the heart rate is actually measured. Scrutiny of longer heart rate recordings often shows considerable discrepancies in the amount of heart rate variability present at different times of the day and night (fig 1) . Spectral analysis is based on assumptions about the control of heart rate which depend on particular and consistent input stimuli and on the assumption that its rhythms can be broken down into discrete components, each representing specific and different autonomic activity. Spectral techniques are also unable to cope with recordings containing frequent ventricular arrhythmias. Standard deviation methods do not distinguish clearly between parasympathetic and sympathetic components.
Because of the limitations of these methods, we have developed an alternative approach. We noted that there were a large number of beat-to-beat changes in heart rate that occurred frequently but irregularly in healthy controls and that they were distinct from the smaller cyclical changes of respiratory sinus arrhythmia. We devised a method to measure these larger changes by counting the number of times successive RR intervals differed by more than 50 ms during a 24 hour tape recording (referred to subsequently as "RR counts"). This was first described in 1984 when we showed that RR counts reflected the integrity of cardiac parasympathetic pathways.7
The aim of our present study was to determine what factors affect heart rate variabilityin particular the role of posture, sleep, and time of day. We evaluated the results from our . ' -* . , . ' : . : . Medical ). An adjacent tape track was used to record a simultaneous time frequency reference signal. The recordings were continued for 24 hours, while the subjects went about their routine daily activities, with the tape recorder carried on a belt worn around the waist. They noted meal times, unusual events, and the times of going to bed and getting up in a diary.
Analysis of RR interval variation
The 24 hour tapes were later replayed through a Pathfinder (Reynolds Medical) high speed arrhythmia analyser at 120 times the original recording speed. The replay speed was controlled to within 0-5% by means of the time reference track recorded on each tape.
The trigger section of the analyser detected individual QRS waves in the electrocardiogram signal and distinguished them from P and T waves and from muscle noise and artefact by means of a continuously adaptive threshold derived from the noise components by independent filtering. The borderline, and 2 for an abnormal result. This gave a total score of between 0 (normal) and 10 (most severe). 
Results

CONTROLS
There were significant inverse correlations between age and total 24 hour (r = -0-55), mean hourly wake (r = -0-54), and mean hourly sleep (r = -0-51) RR counts in the 57 male controls. Figure 2 shows the individual total 24 hour RR counts in these men and in 20 female controls. Because there were no significant differences between the results of the men and women and because the age distribution of the women was skewed (most were < 30 years old), the lower 95% tolerance limits for the RR counts were calculated from the results for the 57 men. The normal lower 95°% tolerance limits for total 24 hour RR counts are 2000 at age 25, 1000 at age 45, and 500 at age 65 years. Table 1 shows the equivalent values for mean hourly wake and sleep RR counts.
ORTHOPAEDIC GROUP All six young men confined to bed after injury had total 24 hour RR counts well within the normal range for their age (fig 3) . The counts rose appropriately at night during sleep in five subjects (geometric mean of hourly wake counts 235 (84-792) and hourly sleep counts 484 (249-716)). All wake and sleep values were in the normal range. Mean heart rate fell from 77 (7) beats/min awake to 61 (6) beats/min asleep.
SLEEP DEPRIVED GROUP Table 4 shows the correlation coefficients night between the 24 hour total counts, wake and sleep counts, and the individual cardiovascular ur 24 autonomic function tests. In every case the :terns relations were highly significant statistically, riods with the closest correlation between the counts ig the and the heart rate tests. There were also aetric extremely close correlations between the log ) and total 24 hour counts and the log wake counts (32-(r = 0-969) and the log sleep counts re the (r = 0-957) in this group of diabetic patients. )rmal L(29-shift Discussion Serent Since we first reported our technique of I two assessing cardiac parasympathetic activity by analysing 24 hour electrocardiograms,7 we have gained considerably more experience in both healthy individuals and patients. The method has also been refined so that we can now exclude large numbers of ventricular extrasystoles without losing the essential data on heart rate variability.'6 This contrasts with the inability of spectral analysis methods to handle ventricular extrasystoles. Additionally, analysis can be done at 120 times real speed so that a full 24 hour tape recording can be read through in twelve minutes by the dedicated microcomputer system we have developed.
In a smaller study we showed that RR counts decrease with age in healthy individuals. We have expanded our normal results and in the present study we show the 95% tolerance limits not only for the total 24 hour RR counts but also for the mean hourly wake and mean hourly sleep counts. There was an extremely close correlation between these three measures in the results from the diabetic patients, which means that each index can be used to assess variability. We previously reported our data on repeatability in healthy individuals, diabetic patients, and patients with cardiac disorders, 7 16 showing that this RR counts method can be used reliably for treatment and outcome trials.
There Do RR counts merely reflect the overall heart rate? We argued in detail that this is not so7 13 in view of the dissociation between heart rate and heart rate variability in our earlier studies. '8 There is a complex interrelation between beat- 
